
SQL HEALTH CHECK 
SQL Health Check, provide the necessary procedures for the health 
checks and improvement of the SQL Servers in the infrastructure of 
the companies.

SQL PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATION 
The efficient use and sustainability of databases is linearly related to performance. By 
monitoring the databases as Data Platform, we can intervene in cases where bottlenecks 
are experienced or will be experienced.

DATABASE CONSULTANCY
Data Platform with its expert staff, it provides companies with 
database consultancy services and solutions to establish 
high-availability and high-performance systems.These solutions 
include the development of end-to-end structures from a 
consolidation of databases to the security of SQL servers.

DISTANCE DATABASE MAINTENANCE 
DATA PLATFORM provides Distance database management services to 
non-DBA companies. The Companies which wants to get this service, 
our employee who is the Database Admin can connect to remote 
systems, weekly, monthly, etc. presents database reports and 
intervenes when necessary.

Data Platform with SLA (Service Level Agreement) services, 
we are committed to provide quick solutions and 24/7 support 
in case of interruptions in database systems.

SQL LICENSING AND CONSOLIDATION 
Data Platform offers solutions to companies to extract SQL Server inventory in your 
organization and to update it according to feasible licensing models. The Companies 
which get these licensing and consolidating services,  gains cost advantage.

SQL TRAINING 
Within the scope of Database Training , the instructors transfers their field experience to the 
trainees. In trainings, more efficient trainings are realized with the field experience of the 
trainers.

SQL SLA SUPPORT SERVICES
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SQL HEALTH CHECK 
SQL Health Check reveals the necessary procedures for the health checks and improvement of 
the SQL Servers in the infrastructure of the companies. At the end of the work, suggestions are 
presented to you as a report.

Operations on SQL Server in this process
» Control of Event Logs
» Control of SQL Logs
» Review of backup plans
» Control of indexes
» Check server settings
» Checking SQL Server settings
» Discover of Performance Dashboard reports.
» Hammer High Accessibility and Disaster Recovery scenarios home
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SQL PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATION 
The efficient use and sustainability of databases is linearly related to performance. By 
monitoring the databases as Data Platform, we can intervene in cases where bottlenecks 
are experienced or will be experienced.

In addition, we perform the following functions within the scope of this service.
» Track queries and query plans and follow up queries that lead to blocking and deadlock
» Control of SQL Logs
» Control of indexes
» SQL Server settings control
» Removal of Performance Dashboard Reports
» Review of backup plans
» Presenting expert opinions for performance improvements
» Accurate information system with predictive alarms
» Summary tables of alarms and general problems
» Monitoring of transactions from applications  
» Optimizing SQL queries
» Looking over of High Availability and Disaster Recovery scenario
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DATABASE CONSULTANCY
Data Platform with its expert staff, it provides companies with database consultancy
services and solutions to establish high-availability and high-performance systems.

In the context of SQL Server Consultancy Features;
» Database Health Check
» Database High Availability
» SQL Server Disaster Site Recovery
» SQL Server Always-On - Multi-Site Always-On
» SQL Server Database Maintenance
» SQL Server Data Corruption (Database Damages)
» Database Performance Optimization
» Database Administration
» SQL Server Business Intelligence
» SQL Server Reporting Services
» SQL Server Security
» PowerBI Consulting
» Data Modeling
» Data Analysis
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DISTANCE DATABASE MAINTENANCE 
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Recently, many companies do not have a database manager (DBA - Database Administra-
tor) due to high cost. Software team or IT staff is responsible for this duty. In cases where 
experts do not perform this task, it is possible that the critical errors in databases, perfor-
mance problems or data losses that will not be ignored are possible. Since the databases 
we can describe as the heart of the firms are under the control of the non-experts, they 
may have serious financial losses especially after the backup and possible disasters. At 
this stage, DATA PLATFORM provides Distance database management services to 
non-DBA companies. The Companies which wants to get this service, our employee who is 
the Database Admin can connect to remote systems, weekly, monthly, etc. presents 
database reports and intervenes when necessary.

What we offer in this service;
» Database monitoring
» Determination of performance losses
» Checking index and statistics
» Control and optimization of queries
» Backup controls
» Performance recommendations
» Reporting of these transactions
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SQL SLA SUPPORT SERVICES
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Regardless of your SQL Server systems, Azure, Local Cloud or On-Prem platforms, we 
offer a high-cost advantage with our 7x24 DBA team who will support the SLA service. 
Thanks to our flexible service and scope, we provide a seamless database service with 
seamless SQL Server SLA support. Our support team can proactively monitor SQL Server, 
in addition to providing optimization, it also carries out all the latest technology and 
functional operations. We create service-specific scopes and tailor your
enterprise-specific SQL Server SLA service to your organization's needs.

Distance or on-site service options
» 7 x 24 x 365 Performance Monitoring and Alert System
» Weekly and Monthly SQL Server Health Check
» Quick instant database support
» Administrative Information Reports
» Regular SQL Server Maintenance and Update Patching 
Management
» Backup, Disaster Site, Azure SQL Supports
» Security Controls,What are the Benefits of SQL Server SLA Service?

» 40% to 70% cost advantage in personnel costs
» The minimum level of error and loss of business
» Thanks to daily control mechanism, you will be able to focus your own 
tasks
» High availability, with support for infrastructure, efficiency, and uptime
» composite to the highest levels
» Support for all SQL Server versions
» Minimize risks through SQL Server Health Checkers
» Keeping data interruptions at the minimum level, cut downs
» Fast detection of operating system and hardware-related problems
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SQL LICENSING AND CONSOLIDATION 
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Data Platform offers solutions to companies in terms of licensing and consolidation consul-
tancy, updating SQL Server inventory in your existing company organization (SAM-Software 
Asset Management) and updating it with the most appropriate licensing models. Data 
Platform, with its expert consultant staff, analyzes the needs of the customer and advises 
the transition of the institutions to the most suitable SQL Server licensing model for today's 
technologies. Companies that benefit from the Licensing and Consolidation Consultancy 
Service provide a cost advantage by purchasing the appropriate licenses for their own 
structures.

Benefits of Consolidation
» Lower licensing costs
» Lowering hardware costs
» Reducing SQL Server Instances
» Reduction of total costs

Consolidation of SQL Server can be done in three ways;
» Combining the databases under the instance
» Combining instances on physical servers
» Combining physical SQL Server servers on virtual servers

Consolidation Types
» Single Instance - Large servers with multiple databases
» Multiple Instances - Large server with multiple instances
» Virtualization - virtualizing multiple SQL Server's in 
multiple physical servers
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SQL TRAINING 
Within the scope of Database Training as a Data Platform, the trainer transfers his / her field 
experience to the trainees with his / her instructor staff. In trainings, more efficient trainings 
are realized with the field experience of the trainers
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SQL Basic Query Training
At the end of this training, which is intended to teach basic 
T-SQL inquiry techniques on SQL Server, people will have the 
competence to query any data. In addition, Stored Procedure, 
View, Function etc. database objects will also be mentioned.
SQL Advanced Level Inquiry Training
It is aimed to teach all the details of T-SQL query language on 
SQL Server and it is aimed to develop advanced applications, 
to create and manage objects.
SQL Server Management Training
The development of the SQL Server database systems requi-
red by the company organizations, the security, and the end of 
the training, will enable people to use and manage the SQL 
Server tools
SQL Server Programming Training
The database design on SQL Server, the management of 
objects with .Net, and the general rules of the end of this 
training may be included in the database part of the software. 
In addition, advanced T-SQL query techniques will be conside-
red during the training.

SQL Server Performance Tuning Training
It is used in the architecture of SQL Server and has a direct 
impact on performance, index, statistics, log, temp db, 
execution plan, performance counter, profile etc. At the end of 
this training, which aims to teach how to operate and manage 
the components in the most efficient way, people will have the 
competence to detect and interfere with the failures that 
cause performance loss.
SQL Server Reporting Training
At the end of this training, which is intended to teach how to 
make advanced reports on the flexibility that can be used in 
every sector in the SQL Server Reporting Services service, 
individuals will have the competence to make all kinds of 
reports requested by the institutions themselves.


